September the 1st, 2014

INDEPENDENCE
In the previous article we offered an advice to exchange the lord in your life. Surely in regards to
that advice, many have asked the following question: “What’s in it for me and what do I get if I
replace my lord?”
There is a very simple answer to that question but as always the hardest is to understand it
because even our up-to-day knowledge taught us the following: “The development takes place
in a spiral, from the primitive through the difficult back to primitive!”
Unfortunately, we are still only at the stage when our knowledge has left a "primitive" and it got
to the stage "difficult". It is observable in all areas and activities of ours – earthlings. Therefore,
we have to explain the question in the appropriate way for us, i.e. we will try to reach the
simplicity through the difficulty.
There is perhaps no one who hasn't found out yet and therefore understands that we can observe
all around us stage of the mass (or matter), which is controlled by intelligence. And only this
intelligence allows us to ask questions, although mostly of primitive nature but already with a
blink of difficult. Thus, there is intelligence and this intelligence is in development. This can be
observed in our surroundings as well. But as already indicated, the development has also
brought to us such level of knowledge, in which we have obtained in our surroundings the
evidence that this development is not just the prerogative of the Earth. This development takes
place also in a remote area that we call the universe. We have even been instructed and some of
us have already found it by themselves, that other worlds are also part of this “remote area”;
worlds that have been recently still unobservable, i.e. unknown although we have been alerted
about their existence in the past.
The more we expand our knowledge about those other worlds, the more everything becomes
complicated and we cease to understand many things. That is exactly the reason why the “user
manual” was brought to us many times before, so our exploring of surrounding space could be
conducted more easily, as we already mentioned in previous articles. The “user manual” has
always been adjusted to reflect our knowledge. But what has always happened? That manual has
been rejected as unnecessary by us or has been perceived as obstruction by some. It required our
alertness and mainly gave us an explanation that our intelligence, hitherto gained, is still only at
the stage of imperfection. Even more, the manual showed us that there is somebody who stands
higher (above us) from the perspective of the spiral of progress. And it affected direction of the
majority according to the degree of everyone's knowledge, but especially after finding out how
low the spirits stand in Creation, and are exiguous at the same time. And somewhere there, in
this awareness, the root of all evil originates and rests.
Only unconscious creature can be controlled; and knowledge frees. That is why the “manual”
has been brought to us and at the same time it is a root to reason why this “manual” was
concealed from the eyes of majority of people. If I focus someone’s attention to the more
powerful Lord than myself, that’s the way to lose my own power!
And now we hit the nail on the head, because there lies the cause of the struggle for power, the
cause of concealing the Truth, the cause of human ignorance. It's a bad habit inherited from
our ape ancestors! It's unflattering knowledge, but unfortunately ... true. It's an animal struggle
for livelihood, for supremacy in the gang and fight for females. Man, however, is little more than

an animal because in addition to the soul that controls the animal still has a spirit. But man just
does not know anything about the spirit and still does not pay an appropriate attention to it.
That’s precisely what we’ve been instructed in the above-mentioned “manual”.
We have been instructed in this manual about everything necessary. Everyone who seeks the
wisdom can detect it, i.e. come to knowledge that a force is flowing throughout our universe and
whole nature. The force that creates everything, keeps everything and all creatures in nature, the
universe and all of Creation utilize it. When there is power, there must be also its source. And
that source really exists. It is the cause of all causes, The Primordial Source, the Primordial
Light, intelligence of all intelligences – GOD! He is personality and is the only one who is
INDEPENDENT! All other beings are dependent on this source and they can change their
quality with the help of their knowledge but only within limits of their own essence. And here we
come to another reason for concealing the Truth, denial of the right Lord because we have been
instructed in the manual that our essence only allows development to a certain limit. Thus, man
always remains dependent!
We all have an experience how hard a man bears or overcomes his or her own humiliation, i.e.
degradation. Only the humble ones are able to deal with it! And this fact forces us to revolt as if
to defy the humiliation and become rebels. Therefore, we reject the Truth together with right
advice and guidance. We have to learn all by ourselves on our own faults that cause us
damage! Just as is the case of car damage caused by the old engine oil that should be replaced a
long time ago. Or, if we do not take the umbrella, we get wet.
Thanks to mistakes and disappointments in life we alone must discover these simple but
important circumstances. Such great disappointment awaits us in the near future. All that in
order that some of us could reach the eternally sought but long ago offered Truth alongside
with acquired humility.
And this is also the reason why a person constantly strives for a false independence, i.e. such an
independence that makes only the neighbours dependent, so that he himself can enjoy the false,
or the desired “independence”. Such person makes himself the lord and tries to make his
surroundings be dependent on him.
However, at the main page in the article „True revolution“ you can find explanation that there
is only one LORD, only HE alone is totally independent because everything originates from
His power, His intelligence. Therefore, only He alone is righteous because He does not need
any dependence. He does not need anything or anyone to exploit and certainly not abuse;
contrary to our lives where we can see such exploitation and abuse all around us.
And that is the reason why we should serve the True Lord! Our service to Him makes us free
within limits of our essence or we can say – KIND!
All others are so-called “self-appointed individuals” who want to abuse their surroundings and
even the True Lord. They deceive Him this way and lead to perdition those who serve them. The
same situation is with the origin of all evil - Lucifer, aka “prince of this world” as was called by
Jesus. He also only abuses the power that was given to him by the True Lord. He is also totally
dependent on the True Lord – God! Therefore, remember you all who bypass the True Lord that
sooner or later you will pay very unpleasantly for your wrong service. It does not matter whether
you assume yourselves as lords or you are only servants of such so-called “lords”. Even more, it
does not matter whether you remain “free” or you consider yourselves as “independent” and
you do not care about these things. One way or another, you still utilize the power of the True

Lord; you are indebted to Him and you are unworthy servants. The seed of desire for
independence also grows inside you. But this independence is contrary to your true essence, i.e.
your kind because "to be independent" is beyond cognizance of human spirit. For this to
happen, human spirit would have to change its essence (nature) and become God. But His
existence already eliminates such possibility.
Once you are aware of this knowledge, then all our struggles and striving for the usurpation of
everything that has been given to us, become ridiculous. Current situation and fighting on
Ukraine can serve as best example. EU and the USA, i.e. “the world powers” have imposed
embargo on the country, which own energy resources, i.e. the strength of present civilization. So,
there is embargo on the country that is energy-independent but only in short period of time.
Soon, everything will change. What can EU and USA achieve by imposing such an embargo?
What is the reason for such an action? The cause is just a disguised effort to seize from the
current “owner” of its resources and thus cease to be dependent on this owner and gain the
wanted independence by acquiring these resources for themselves. If they turn their efforts in the
right direction, according to instruction of the “True Donor”, they would not need to strive for
assets of others because everything was given to them also to the same degree. But to act like
this it would also require the true service on their side, i.e. recognition of the True Lord to
whom service they just only falsely pretend; all this in order to please the subordinated
“sheep” as it is so popular nowadays and even in order to consolidate their own power. By
doing so, they only make angry the True Lord instead of gaining the independence!
Mankind does not face crisis out of energy shortage as someone is trying to imply. On the
contrary, there is a risk of crisis because of an energy surplus and its incorrect use. There is
abundance of energy in various forms all around us. Everything is the transformed neutral
power of God, which was given to everyone and free of charge. The result and present situation
is only a remnant of that “animal activity” (as was written above - the animal struggle for
livelihood, for supremacy in the gang and fight for females) and our primitive skills on how to
use that transformed neutral power.
So this was the necessary explanation of why we should strive for service to the True Lord and
not to desire for independence, which man will never be able to reach. The evidence lies in our
history – all those unsuccessful rulers; ideologies that we created and even all inventions, no
matter how perfect they seem to be. It is just a ridiculous “act of the animal” or a child of
creation at best, which arrogantly boasts about what it is capable of. More advanced beings find
in such acting only reason for laughter or often crying. Moreover, there are often times when our
actions generate dislike, aversion and even contempt of these more advanced beings. Even we
ourselves have already separated and put into detention facilities those who are not willing to
adapt. The same will happen with our entire human civilization here on planet Earth.
The solution is always here. We just need to be willing to get advice and be taught, and we will
be able to solve every problem without fighting, wars, hatred and suffering. Once again, the
current situation on Ukraine can serve as best example. If we knew and respect the Law of
Homogeneity, which is valid in whole creation, then we would try organizing our society also
according to this law. There are many people in Ukraine who tend to the east – to Russia
because their roots go back there. The same situation is also in Russia, i.e. there are also many
those who tend to the West because their roots go back to the West; if not the roots of their
present lives, maybe the roots from their previous incarnations. Therefore, according to the Law
of Homogeneity, the solution is easy. Let all those restless ones move to place where their roots
are. Even more, let’s help them make this move. Dissatisfied “Ukrainians” to Russia and vice

versa! Thus, nobody else would need to suffer because of their dissatisfaction. But in current
situation, i.e. in how the Ukrainian problem is trying to be solved, there are unnecessary
casualties not just among those who are dissatisfied, but also among those who are not involved.
Yet the solution is simple! But our “animal past” prevents us to proceed with the simple solution.
Because we do not know our true essence and refuse in ourselves the one, which is higher –
the spirit!
All those who lost their lives in battles found already the right common homogeneity!
It means, they found that they did not deserve either the life in Ukraine or in Russia and they
will have to reconcile themselves with even worse fate.
LET THESE WORDS BE A WARNING FOR THE REST OF US!

